English Learner Reading Foundational Skills Support Guides

DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency (DORF):
Advanced Phonics and Word Attack Skills, Accurate and Fluent Reading of Connected Text
Measure/Skills Assessed: DORF-Advanced Phonics and Word Attack Skills, Accurate and Fluent Reading of Connected Text
This measure allows for examination of advanced phonics and word analysis skills while measuring words read per minute allows for assessment of reading fluency. Retell fluency (RTF) is intended
to provide a comprehension check that the student is reading for meaning. DORF serves as an overall indicator of general literacy skills. Reading the words in a text accurately, with automaticity, and
with appropriate prosody is a valuable indicator of about the overall reading proficiency and oral language skills.

CCSS for ELA Alignment

ELD Standards Part III

RF.K.1; RF.1.1
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of print.
RF.K.1.a
Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page.
RF.K.3; RF.1.3; RF.2.3; RF.3.3; RF.4.3; RF.5.3
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words both in isolation and in text.
RF.K.4
Read emergent-reader texts with purpose and understanding.
RF.1.4; RF.2.4; RF.3.4; RF.4.4; RF.5.4
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
RF.1.4.a; RF.2.4.a; RF.3.4.a; RF.4.4.a; RF.5.4.a
Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
RF.1.4.b; RF.2.4.b; RF.3.4.b; RF.4.4.b; RF.5.4.b
Read on-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive readings.

General Instructional Recommendations
Use Common Error Patterns listed on the back of page to
determine which specific alphabetic principle/basic phonics
skills to emphasize during direct and explicit instruction.
Use Item Lever Advisor (ILA) activities provided to directly
and explicitly teach phonics and fluency skills to students.
During instruction, consider cross language transfer: phonic
elements that are transferable and non-transferable from a
student’s native language to English.
Adjust instruction based on student literacy level by being
more explicit and allowing more practice time.
Highlight phonic elements present and not present in the
child’s native language. Include modeling, examples, and
practice sounds and letter combinations and words that
include the phonic elements from both languages.
Teach students to use first language to uncover the
meanings of English words through use of cognates.
Reinforce phonics, fluency, and academic vocabulary within
the content of oral language and other content area
instruction.

Using Foundational Literacy Skills
(RF.K.1-4)
Literacy in an Alphabetic Writing
System
• Print concepts
• Phonological awareness
• Phonics & word recognition
• Fluency

See chapter 6:
• Native language and literacy
should be assessed for potential
transference to English and
literacy.
• Similarities and differences
between the native language
and English should be
highlighted.

General English Learner Needs
Students with no or little native language literacy likely have minimal experience with print. They need explicit instruction in
print concepts, alphabetic principle, and the full phonics continuum.
Students with some foundational literacy proficiency in a language not using the Latin alphabet (e.g., Arabic, Chinese,
Korean, Russian) need instruction in the Latin alphabet, alphabetic principle, word analysis, vocabulary and sentence structure for
English, as compared or contrasted with their native language writing system.
Students with some foundational literacy proficiency in a language using the Latin alphabet (e.g., Spanish) need instruction
in applying their knowledge to the English writing system, and alphabetic principle, word analysis, vocabulary, and sentence
structure for English as compared or contrasted with their native language alphabet.
Letter-sound correspondences in English may differ from those of the student's native language. Students may be most
accurate with those that are the same and least accurate with those that don't exist or that are similar but not the same. Students
may struggle to apply newly learned skills that differ from native language expectations.
Determine if words read inaccurately are cognates which could also be impacting accuracy.
Analyze and categorize errors using cueing systems. Cueing systems include the semantic (e.g., read homes instead of houses),
the syntactic (e.g., read come instead of came), and the grapho-phonic (e.g., read horses instead of houses) to guide instruction.
Discuss miscue analysis with student to build their awareness of themselves as readers (e.g., T asks, What were you thinking
about at this point in your reading? Does the error make sense in this passage?, Should you have corrected this error? How do you
know to correct this error?)
Bridge word-to-word reading to learn to read by phrases and short sentences, using phrased-cued texts.

Phonics and Fluency Instruction Background
Students need direct and explicit small group instruction in alphabetic principle and basic phonics. This includes providing multiple models, guided practice, and independent practice of skills.
Phonics instruction should progress through the phonics continuum (from easier to more difficult skills) from decoding CVC words to decoding words with multiple syllables.
Phonics skills should be explicitly reinforced within connected text reading to build fluency with decoding and reading fluency overall.
Teach students to chunk word parts.
It is necessary for students to develop accuracy before building fluency.
Fluency can be practiced on phonics elements a student has mastered while the student is learning additional phonics skills later in the continuum.
Fluency is the ability to read quickly and accurately with ease and expression. It is NOT speed reading.
Fluency is a bridge between word recognition and comprehension.
Fluent readers can focus on comprehending text rather than decoding words.
A research-based approach to developing fluency is repeated readings, either individually with an adult, with a partner, or in a small group with peers.

Phonics Continuum

BLENDS &
DIGRAPHS

CVC
WORDS

Letter-Sound

Initial letter sound in a consonant-vowel-consonant word.

fat, can, rat

Final

Final letter sound in a consonant-vowel-consonant word.

did, pet, top

Middle letter sound in a consonant-vowel-consonant word.

bet, got, fan

Consonant
Blends

Two or three consecutive consonants that make their most common sound.
They may appear at the beginning or end of a word.

flag, black, grass,
scrap, kept

Consonant
Digraphs

Two consecutive consonants that make one sound together.
They may appear at the beginning or end of a word.

chap, tenth, shed, flash, knee

Long Vowel

Regular long sounds for each vowel.

mate, sail, team, time, muse

Pattern contained in consonant-vowel-consonant words where the e makes the vowel long.

like, hope, came

Vowel sounds that are spelled with two letters where the first vowel is long and the second vowel is silent.

maid, beat, load

Vowel sounds that are spelled with two letters where the above pattern is not followed.

boot, toy, haul

R and L controlled vowels. Vowels that make a different sound when accompanied by an R or an L.

car, for, her, hold

Three consecutive consonants that make one sound together.
They may appear at the beginning or end of a word.

hatch

Letters that do not make sounds in a particular word.
Many words are homophones

knead, write

Soft sounds c and g occur when they are followed by e, i, or y.
Hard sounds result when a, o, or u follow the consonants.

Hard c: cat, cup
Soft c: cell, city
Hard g: gap, goat
Soft g: gerbil, gym

-Closed

Syllable that ends with a consonant.
Multisyllabic words with closed syllables often follow the vowel-consonant-consonant-vowel pattern.
They may also follow the vowel-consonant-vowel pattern.

swallow, hotdog, happen
river, cover, planet

-Silent -e

Divide the syllables.
Use the vowel consonant e rules to determine the sound of the vowel.

sideswipe, namesake,
limestone
side/swipe, name/sake,
lime/stone

Syllable that ends with a vowel.

baby, paper, final

Medial

COMPLEX
VOWELS

Predictable
Vowel Teams
Unpredictable
Vowel Teams
Vowel –r and
Vowel –l
Trigraphs

COMPLEX
CONSONANTS

Examples

Initial

Silent-e

MULTISYLLABLE
WORDS

Descriptions

Silent
Letters
Hard/Soft
c&g

-Open

"Note: Patterns marked with an asterisk are found in the mCLASS® Now What?® Tools Item-Advisor, and are provided under license from Amplify Education, Inc."
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DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency (DORF):
Advanced Phonics and Word Attack Skills, Accurate and Fluent Reading of Connected Text
Phonics Continuum, continued
Letter-Sound

Descriptions

Examples

-Vowel
Team

Consider the following vowels ae, ee, ie, ou, ue.

beehive, beetle, freezer,
boulder, continue

-Consonant
-le

Words that end with the consonant –le pattern.

handle

R and L controlled vowels.
Vowels that make a different sound when accompanied by an R or an L.

harvest, garden, garbage

-Inflectional
endings

Groups of letters added to the end of a word that change its form.

smallest, jumping

-Prefixes and
suffixes

Groups of letters added before or after a word or base that alter its meaning and form a new word.

disagree, return, semicircle, careful,
enjoyment

-Vowel –r and
vowel –l

Common
Error
Patterns

Struggles
with
Phonetically
Irregular
Words*

Struggles
with
Multisyllabic
Words*

Struggles
with
Regular
Words*

Now What?
Item Level
Instructional Recommendation

Now What? ®
Item Level
Advisor

Teaching Considerations/Activities/Lessons

• It is recommended that you begin with word-practice
activities emphasizing accuracy and then gradually
progress to fluency by systematically decreasing the
response time in which the student is expected to
produce the word. As the student develops accuracy
and fluency with a particular word set, move on to
additional word sets.
• Developing accuracy and fluency with non-phonetic
sight words is an essential component of literacy
development.
• Multisyllabic words are more challenging for students
and are typically taught as part of advanced word study
activities with students who have been consistently
successful with monosyllabic words.

• Introduce
Irregular Words
• Write It, Read It
Word Game

• Non-phonetic sight words
• Mark-That-Word Activity-Identify unexpected sounds with a marker over the irregular
letters/sound (i.e. /yoor/- en-dure,
fai-lure; /cher/- cul-ture, den-ture).

• Multi-Syllabic
Words
• Sliding Letters
Word Game

• Orally breaking words into two or more syllables, applying syllable rules already
learned
• Use flip books divided in three parts (prefix-root word-suffix)
• Word Sorting and Categorizing Activities (both with pictures and words) e.g., sort by
same prefix- un, by same root graph• Scavenger Hunt Activity using familiar texts

• This student likely needs additional focus on prereading skills. First, consider spending some time
determining the student’s proficiency level on the
various pre-reading skills — letter knowledge,
phonemic awareness, and the alphabetic principle.
Then, use appropriate activities that focus on the skill
weaknesses you have identified.
• Developing accuracy and fluency with phonetically
regular words is an essential component of literacy
development.
• It is necessary for students to develop accuracy before
building fluency.

• Say the Letter
Sound
• Short Vowel
Word Chain
• Initial Letter
Thumbs Up
• Final Letter Word
Strips

• Sorting Real and Nonsense Words (sets of aprox. ten words, use different color
cards for real and nonsense words)
• Word Chains Games
• Repeated oral reading, the same text repeatedly until a desired level of fluency is
attained.
• Partner Reading (Peer/ Teacher/More Capable Reader)
• Choral Reading & Duet Reading (Peer/Teacher/More Capable Reader)
• Reading with Recording (Audio)

Common
Error
Patterns

Self Corrects
on Second
Reading

Accurate
but Slow

Quick
but
Inaccurate Reading
of Connected
Text
Struggles with
Prosody, Tone,
and Rhythmic
Aspects of Spoken
Language

Struggles with
Reading
Comprehension

Struggles with
Oral Retell

Instructional Recommendation

Refer back to PSF & NWF

Now What?®
Item Level
Advisor

Teaching Considerations/Activities/Lessons

• This may be an indication that the student is
incorporating new words into his/her sight-word
vocabulary.
• For phonetically irregular words and/or proper nouns, it
may take several exposures for a student to accurately
and consistently produce the word on sight.

• Use the Clues:
Regular Word
Accuracy
• Write It, Read It
Word Game

• Partner Reading, Choral Reading & Duet Reading
(Peer/Teacher/More Capable Reader)
• Repeated reading practices using Phrases and Short sentences (e.g., You and I,
With his mom)
• Use Phrased-Cued Texts (i.e. Each year//hundreds of people//visit the museum)
• Buddy Reading (whole group and small group instruction)
• Echo & Choral Reading (small group instruction)

• This student is probably ready for fluency-building
activities.
• A common approach to developing fluency is repeated
readings, either individually with an adult, with a
partner, or in a small group with peers.
• Research shows that students who read fluently are
likely to have better comprehension as well.

• Let’s Bowl:
Fluency Game
• Speed Battle:
Fluency Game

• Timed Repeated Oral Reading (Teacher/More Capable Reader)
• Self-Timed Repeated Oral Reading & Reading with Recording (Audio)
• Repeated reading practices using Phrases and Short sentences (e.g., You and I,
With his mom)
• Use Phrased-Cued Texts (e.g., Each year//hundreds of people//visit the museum)
• Buddy Reading (whole group and small group instruction)

• In order to read at a fluent rate, a reader must be able
to read a great number of words with automaticity
(Torgesen and Hudson 2006).

• Appropriately chunking groups of words into phrases or
meaningful units in accordance with the syntactic
structure of the text (Kuhn and Stahl 2003).
• To develop fluency, students, with teacher assistance,
must work on three elements that indicate fluent
reading: accuracy, rate, and prosody. These elements
are intertwined, and working on one element often
entails simultaneously working on another.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor comprehension
Connect to World knowledge
Make predictions
Recognize text structure
Ask questions
Constructs mental images
Summarize

• For English-language learners, reading comprehension
is closely tied to oral English proficiency.
• Engage student in Constructive Conversations.

• Assisted reading provides support to listen to fluent models before they read (e.g.
teacher-assisted reading, peer-assisted reading, and audio-assisted reading).
• Timed Repeated Oral Reading (Teacher/More Capable Reader)
• Self-Timed Repeated Oral Reading & Reading with Recording (Audio)
• Partner Reading (Peer/Teacher/More Capable Reader)
• Introduce
Reader’s
Theatre: One
Minute Timed
Reading
• Guess My
Punctuation:
Fluency Game

• Repeated oral reading, the same text repeatedly until a desired level of fluency is
attained.
• Phrase-Cued Reading & Echo Reading (Teacher/Capable Reader)
• Readers Theatre, Radio Reading (Audio/Peer/Teacher/ Capable Reader), and
Reading with Recording (Audio)
• Timed Repeated Oral Reading & Echo Reading (Teacher/More Capable Reader)
• Partner Reading, Choral Reading & Duet Reading (Peer/Teacher/More Capable
Reader)
• Engage students in Constructive Conversations while close reading complex text.
• Use routines and procedures established during ELD Start Smart-Constructive
Conversations practices to continue developing language and reading
comprehension.
• Reading words in a meaningful context faster than they read them out of context.
• Set the purpose for the reading tasks - this is a critical part of instruction.
• Apply a range of processes – from decoding to higher-level skills.
• Outcomes for reading a text may include increased content knowledge, a solution to
a real-world problem, and/or reading engagement.
• Use Graphic Organizers
• Sequence events in different genres (e.g., using scrambled sentencestrips to provide
an oral retell)
• Students record themselves reading and play back audio
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